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“The first casualty of war is truth”.1 Such is the story of Breaker Morant and the punishment he faced
after following the orders of his superiors in the Boer War of 1899-1902. Fighting within an irregular
unit practicing guerrilla warfare in the Northern Transvaal of South Africa, Breaker Morant and his
comrades were court martialled for the murder of a prisoner of war and multiple Boers. Found guilty,
Morant was executed by firing squad. With regard to the result of the trial, some, such as Morant’s
companion Lieutenant George Witton, held the view that Morant was made a scapegoat by the British
authorities in South Africa.2 Furthermore, Witton believed that Morant was a victim of a serious
miscarriage of justice. Others, such as Australian historian Craig Wilcox, believe that Morant had a fair
trial. Whether or not Breaker Morant was a victim of a serious miscarriage of justice is highly debated
among historians.

Breaker Morant was a typical young British colonial with a thirst for adventure. He was born as Edwin
Henry Murrant on the 9th December 1864 in Bridgewater, England to mother Catherine (nee O’Reilly)
and father Edwin Murrant.3 At the age of eighteen, Edwin Henry Murrant migrated to Australia,
arriving in Townsville, Queensland on the 1st April 1883. About a year later, he changed his name to
Harry Harbord Morant, claiming to be the son of Admiral Sir George Morant, although the Admiral
later denied that Morant was related to him in any way.4 Living in South Australia, Morant gained a
reputation as a drover, steeplechaser, polo player and horse breaker, among other things. He wrote
reasonably well-known bush ballads under the pen name “Breaker” Morant, a name derived from one
of the occupations he held. When the opportunity arose, in 1899, to volunteer to fight in the Boer
War, Morant seized it, enlisting in the 2nd Contingent, South Australian Mounted Rifles.5 The Second
Boer War, also known as the Anglo-Boer war due to the involvement of Britain, began on the 11th
October 1899 and was a direct result of British Imperialism and the rush to secure South Africa’s
abundant natural resource: gold.6 Leaving Australia on the 26th January 1900 with the Mounted
Contingent, Morant served for nine months before going on leave to England for six months. When
he returned to South Africa, he enlisted as a commissioned officer in the Bushveldt Carbineers, an
irregular military unit who were formed in early 1901 with a maximum capacity of around 350 men.7
The regiment was based around Pietersburg, with Morant’s branch located in the Spelonken region of
the Northern Transvaal. In an unsuccessful attack at Duival’s Kloof on the 4th August 1901, the
commander of the Carbineers, Captain Hunt, was mortally wounded by Boer fire. When the news
reached Morant that Captain Hunt was dead, stripped and stomped on at the hands of the Boers, he
was enraged and swore revenge on behalf of the late Captain. He vowed from then on to adhere to
Hunt’s orders to take no prisoners, even though he had been lenient with those orders in the past.
Morant was involved in multiple killings from that point on: the murder of Boer prisoner of war Floris
Visser, the murder of ten Boer men, one adolescent and the murder of German missionary, Daniel
Hesse.8 When these killings were reported, Morant and two of his comrades, Witton and Handcock,
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were summoned for court martial. Found guilty, Morant and Handcock were executed in Pietersburg
on the 27th February 1902, while Witton’s sentence was converted to penal servitude for life.9
Morant’s last words were “Shoot straight, you bastards”, reflecting his relentless courageousness in
the face of danger.10

Morant and Handcock gave evidence to the court martial that they were repeatedly told by their
superior, Captain Hunt, not to take prisoners. Morant, Handcock and Witton all stated that although
they did kill the Boers, their reasoning was justified and they were therefore not guilty of the crimes
for which they were charged. They claimed that they were acting on orders from Captain Hunt to
“clear the area of Spelonken and take no prisoner”.11 Captain Hunt received these orders from his
superior, Colonel Hamilton, Chief of Staff serving Lord Kitchener. Morant admitted that he had
disregarded Captain Hunt’s orders in the past, however vowed to carry them out after learning of his
death as Morant took Hunt’s place and saw the orders as lawful. The orders were verbally transmitted
by Captain Hunt and the actions of Strathcona’s Horse, a regiment which worked to clear Boer forces
from Cape Town, were used as precedents for Morant’s decisions.12 The fact that Morant was close
friends with Captain Hunt gave his orders weight. Furthermore, Morant knew that they contained no
malicious intent and were only for purposes of good. James Unkles, an Australian military lawyer and
former Australian Navy Commander, believes that there is new evidence supporting Morant’s
innocence. Unkles is quoted in Kathy Mark’s article Seeking justice for only Aussies executed for war
crimes as saying “Morant had been reprimanded [previously] for bringing in prisoners, and he finally
got to the point where he obeyed the orders.”13 Unkles believes that Morant, Handcock and Witton
were used as scapegoats to cover up the illegal orders given to them by Lord Kitchener and to
encourage peace talks with the Boers.14 He also believes there are ten legal grounds upon which a reexamination of the case would be awarded and thus prove the trio innocent. Some of the most
compelling of these are that Morant, Handcock and Witton were not allowed a proper opportunity to
prepare their defence, their defence of obeying superior orders was not correctly applied by the trying
officers and that the principle of condonation should have applied.15 The definition of condonation
is “The performance of a duty of honour and trust after knowledge of a military offence”.16 Applying
this to the situation of Breaker Morant, Unkles states that during their trial, Morant, Handcock and
Witton were released and given firearms to repel Boer attacks on two different occasions, which he
states should be grounds for a pardon.17 Commander Unkles is adamant that this evidence should
constitute a re-examination of the verdict of the Breaker Morant case.
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The court martial held in Pietersburg found Breaker Morant, George Witton and Lieutenant Handcock
guilty of the murder of twelve Boers, resulting in the death sentence. The Prosecution did not accept
the evidence that Captain Hunt had taken orders as proof of their innocence, outlining in their written
reply “…that such orders, if given, do not constitute a lawful command and need not be obeyed.” 18
The court dismissed evidence that other irregular corps had done similar things, stating that “…two
wrongs do not make a right”.19 The court also dismissed evidence that the character of the deceased
men was that they deserved what they got, as the court argued that once they surrendered they were
entitled to protection until trial. When Deputy Judge Advocate-General Colonel James St Clair summed
up the case, he stated that “…the prisoners practically admit having committed the offence which they
stand charged, but maintain that they had justification for the course they pursued…”. He continued
by stating “…the commission of a wrongful act can scarcely be urged as a justification for the repetition
of that act”.20 St Clair pointed out that war is not a fight of man to man, disqualifying the revenge
killings that occurred. Furthermore, he declared that “The right of killing an armed man exists only so
long as he resists; as soon as he submits he is entitled to be treated as a prisoner of war”, meaning that
Morant was not justified for killing the Boers as they surrendered.21 Australian historian and academic
Dr. Craig Wilcox believes Morant and co were indeed guilty of the crimes of which they were
convicted, saying “the secret orders they claimed to have followed … are surely mythical, a fabrication
by desperate men in the dock.”22 He maintains that no one denied killing the Boers and no evidence
was produced to prove that there was an order approving the killings. Wilcox furthers his argument
by stating that there was no injustice, expressing that Morant’s case lasted substantially longer than
other murder trials at the time, adding that the defendants chose their own lawyer and that the lawyer
had an inconsistent defence. He also argues that there was no evidence of British interest interfering
with the trials or that Lord Kitchener simply executed them to give example to other soldiers. 23
Concluding, Wilcox says “But the legend that Morant and Handcock were Australians wronged by the
British army is merely legend.”24 Craig Wilcox is one of a number of historians who have a certain belief
that no injustice occurred and Breaker Morant was indeed guilty of the crimes for which he was
executed.

The story of Breaker Morant is undoubtedly contestable as there are two arguments with compelling
evidence debating the idea that Morant was a victim of a serious injustice. From an Australian
perspective, many people may embrace the idea of Breaker Morant as a folk hero, a figurehead for
Australian’s self-determination and independence from British rule. However, the evidence that is
available today strongly suggests that Breaker Morant was, in fact, not a victim of injustice but guilty
of the charges for which he was executed. The fact that no proof can be produced for the orders that
were allegedly given to Breaker Morant by Captain Hunt alone is enough to render the opposing
argument invalid, that is, unless more evidence is unearthed in the future which suggests otherwise.
The ever-evolving debate around Breaker Morant spanning the course of more than a century is
testimony to the ongoing contestability of the story.
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